
          

Parents & Carers feedback regarding our Remote Learning & lockdown 3.0 support. 

We asked...how could we improve our remote learning offer? 

   Nothing it’s been excellent  

   I don’t think there is any need for improvement  

Our teacher provides an excellent range of activities and recipes and videos with prompt questions in tapestry. He 

also follows up with 1-2 weekly phone calls.  

What school have provided is fantastic but A will not engage in school work at home as he knows school is school 

and home is home. I will snatch moments with him to do learning when he doesn't realise its learning.  

The activities sent is really good and to J’s level.  

No criticisms about the theory. It’s just difficult to blend home and school for G. What he’s happy to do at school, 

he is very reluctant to do at home and vice versa.  

The online video resources and teaching packs that were sent home have been great. The staff have done a fan-

tastic job with both.  

Home doesn't have access to all the amazing equipment that school does. Equipment has been sent home and it's 

made a difference. However we are very repetitive in what we are doing. We have been given great ideas. It's 

hard when it's just you and your child most days. 

 

We asked...is there anything you feel that school has done well during lockdown? 

     We have been so well supported, thank you to everyone! 
     Kept in contact with us, sent ideas on tapestry  

 D is in at his full time hours but his teacher has still sent him the work which is very inclusive. His teacher has 

been proactive through both lockdowns despite his own pressures being a key worker with a family. I really appre-

ciate everything he and his team have done. It’s far from an easy job and it’s hard to get D engaged...Please pass 

on my thanks  

Everything. Amazing communication, support, planning throughout all of this  

Being understanding and accommodating    —  Excellent communication and support  —   Everything possible re-

ally!                                                                       

The communication has been amazing if we have a problem I either get a call or email back but with J he isn’t in-

terested at learning at home he did at first he did a lot at home but the last 3/4 weeks he refuses turns into melt-

down and his teacher has assured me not to worry just do what we can . 

Mixing both the difficulties of children being in school and providing homework for the children to undertake at 

home.  

Everything - I honestly think you have all been impeccable! Thank you so much and keep up the hard work.  

Everything...especially just helping the kids have a bit of normality in these strange times.  

You've all done an amazing job in a very challenging time and its fantastic that school has been kept as normal as 

possible on the days A has in school.  

Yes, a huge amount of support for families but also the massive amount of work the staff have done to aid learning 

at home, well done everyone.  

Everything. Amazing communication, support, planning throughout all of this  

Very grateful that school has managed to stay open for part time schooling. This has been a lifeline to us as a family  

Offering lots of support as and when needed, communication has been fantastic.  

 


